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Acoustic emission signals recorded during failure of fiber reinforced composite materials 
were investigated with pattern recognition techniques to obtain cl sses of signals each with 
similar characteristics. Pattern recognition techniques in combination with cluster validity 
indices allow a fast and valid separation into distinct types of signal classes. A valid correlation 
of these classes with failure mechanisms in the material is a more difficult task. This is due to the 
complex formation process of the acoustic emission sig al, the dispersive propagation of the 
excited elastic waves, reflections at the specimen bou daries and to the detection process using a 
multi-resonant sensor. All these processes alter the inherent acoustic emission signal 
characteristics associated with a failure mechanism and have to be included in the signal 
analysis. To better understand the modifications of the acoustic emission signals during 
propagation and detection we present a finite element simulation approach for three experimental 
setups used for mechanical testing of fiber reinforced composites. The simulation includes a 
micromechanical model of the acoustic emission source, an anisotropic propagation medium and 
a model of a typical broadband acoustic emission sensor. We discuss the influence of the sensors 
aperture and the changes in its frequency sensitivity. The latter depends on the elastic properties 
of the material the sensor is in contact with. Further w  compare simulations of typical failure 
mechanisms for geometries of flexural testing, tensile testing and GIc-testing with the respective 
acoustic emission signals obtained in the experiment. In all three specimen geometries the 
inherent characteristics of the source mechanism are distinguishable by characteristic frequency 




The possibility to identify the occurrence of failure mechanisms in carbon fiber reinforced 
plastics (CFRP) in dependence of loading is of great practical interest for modern light-weight 
engineering. Ultimately, the understanding of material failure in CFRP will contribute to 
optimize the mechanical performance of the composite r r duce its overall weight due to clearly 
predictable load limits. Acoustic emission (AE) analysis is a powerful tool to monitor 
micromechanical failure in CFRP. Typically the observed failure consists of inter-fiber matrix 
cracking, fiber breakage and a variety of interfacial faiure mechanisms like fiber-matrix 
debonding or inter-ply delamination. The possibility to identify these types of failures by suitable 
interpretation of the recorded AE-signals is an established fiel  of AE-research [1,2,3,4,5,6]. 
However, due to the dispersive propagation of the excited elastic waves and attenuation effects 
no generally applicable criterion to identify a particular failure mechanism has been found. 
Pattern recognition techniques are considered a suitable tool to identify distinct types of AE-
signals based on a multitude of features obtained from the recorded signals [3,4,5,6]. The 
formation of AE-signal clusters depends sensitively on the experimental setup, the geometry of 
the specimen and the possible existence of other AE-sources not correlated to specimen failure. 
Therefore, a suitable tool to validate the assignment of distinct AE-signal types to failure 
mechanisms are finite element simulations of the microscopically observed failure types. 
   
 
Following the simulation approach by Prosser et al. [7], we recently established a new AE-source 
model, which takes into account the microscopic elastic properties in the vicinity of the AE-
source [6]. It was demonstrated that the results of these simulations compare well to experimental 
results obtained from a flexural testing geometry with unidirectional ply layup. In the following 




For the present study three experimental setups typical for mechanical testing of CFRP were 
used. All specimens were manufactured from the HexPly T800/913 prepreg system using an 
identical curing cycle. The first setup concerns four-point bending of (100±1) mm × (15±0.5) mm 
× (1.4±0.2) mm (length × width × height) specimens exhibiting [05]sym layup according to DIN-
EN-ISO 14125. For testing 0.01 mm/s crosshead speed, an inner distance of (27±1) mm and an 
outer distance of (81±2) mm between supports were used. In a second setup, GIc specimens with 
dimensions of (240±2) mm × (24±0.5) mm × (3.0±0.2) mm (length × width × height) and a 
[012]sym layup were tested according to ASTM D 5528 with a crosshead speed of 10 mm/min. In a 
third setup tensile loading of specimen geometries with crosshead speed of 1 mm/min was 
investigated. Here the dimensions were (170±2) mm × (40±0.5) mm × (1.5±0.1) mm 
(length × width × height) plates exhibiting a [0/903/0]sym layup with (55±1) mm × (40±0.5) mm × 
(1.1±0.1) mm (length × width × height) reinforcements using a [45/135/02]sym layup at the edges 



























Fig. 1. Experimentally used tensile specimen and corresponding volume for FEM-simulation 
 
All acoustic emission signals were recorded by threshold based triggering using a PCI-2 data 
acquisition system and the software AEwin with a sampling rate of 10 MS/s. The trigger 
parameters were optimized to the respective specimen geometries to inhibit triggering of noise 
signals and reflections from the specimen boundaries. In addition, a bandpass range from 20 kHz 
to 1 MHz was used to reduce detection of low frequency fri tion signals and high frequency 
electromagnetic noise signals. For flexural testing a d GIc-testing, the AE-signals were localized 
using a hyperbolic localization technique in linear sensor gemetry. For the tensile specimens the 
sensor geometry marked in figure 1 was used for planar localization. In the following only 
signals, which could be localized, were taken into account for further analysis. For data reduction 
and postprocessing steps like feature extraction and pattern recognition the software package 
Noesis was used. 
 
FEM-Simulation of Acoustic Emission Signals 
 
For simulation of the excitation, propagation and the det ction of acoustic emission signals the 
“Structural Mechanics module” of the software package COMS L was used. For quantitative 
comparison with experimental data it is necessary to take into account all boundary reflections, 
which forces the implementation of full scale 3D-simulations. All the simulations made use of 
symmetry planes as indicated by the red hachured areas in figure 1. This reduces the size of the 
specimens’ simulated volumes and thus enables faster calculations. The different stacking 
   
 
sequences were taken into account by respective changes of the elastic coefficients of T800/913 
given in table 1 for the unidirectional 0° fiber orientation. 
 
Table 1. Elastic properties of CFRP used for FEM-simulations 
 Density [kg/m³] Poisson-Ratio Elasticity Constants [GPa] 
Carbon Fiber T800S 1810 0.20 E=294.0 
Resin HexPly 913 1230 0.35 E=3.39 
T800/913 (unidirectional) 1550 - C11=154.0    
C12= C13=3.7  






The AE-source geometry used is shown in a 2D-representatio  in figure 2 including the 
dimensions of a “crack”, modeled as three-axis cross cut out of the cracking medium. This 
enables quasi-independent movement of the “cracks” surfaces in x, y or z direction. For failure 
the microscopically inhomogeneous elastic properties inheret to CFRP are taken into account by 
a resin cube surrounding the embedded carbon fiber. These in turn are enclosed in a cube acting 
as perfectly matched layer (PML). Within this PML the microscopic elastic properties are 
gradually adjusted to those of the surrounding macroscopic medium (CFRP) in order to provide a 
continuous transition. Within this source model the effects of orientation between fiber axis and 
the crack surface movement direction can be included.  
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Fig. 2. 2D-representation of source model (left) and typical crack surface oscillation for matrix 
cracking (right) 
 
In accordance to the considerations of Ohtsu et al. [8], in our model the crack progress is 
simulated by a linear increasing displacement d(x,y,z) of the crack surface within an excitation time 
Te,(x,y,z). The subset (x,y,z) indicates the direction of displacement. This results in an oscillatory 
movement of the cracks surface as shown on the right panel of figure 2. The configuration shown 
in the left panel of figure 2 refers to simulation of fiber-breakage. Interface failure was simulated 
introducing additional displacement components directed along the y- and z-axis [6]. For 
simulation of matrix cracking, the carbon fibers were replaced by respective resin cuboids. 
Following similar investigations [7,9] a multi-scale approach was chosen with a variable mesh 
resolution of a maximum value of 1 mm decreasing down to resolutions of 10 µm when 
   
 
approaching the source. This is required to spatially resolve the xcitation process of the acoustic 
emission source and the subsequent propagation of the elastic wave for the wavelengths 
associated with the observed frequency range up to 1 MHz. Similarly, the temporal resolution of 
the model was increased from a resolution of 10 ns during the excitation process (t < 1 µs) to a 
resolution of 100 ns (t ≥ 1 µs). 
As discussed in [6] this results in propagation of Lamb-waves with distinct ratios of zero-order 
symmetric (S0) and zero-order antisymmetric (A0) modes. The ratios of the excited lamb-wave 
modes show sufficient correlation to the respective source mechanism to be used for their 
identification by pattern recognition techniques. However, a strong dependency on the source 
position relative to the specimen edges is observed. As already reported by [10] this can falsify 
the identification process and has to be taken into accunt. 
 
Sensor Model 
As pointed out by [11] the characteristics of the experim ntally detected AE-signals show 
strong dependence on the used sensor type. For the current inv stigation the experimentally used 
type WD-sensor was represented by a full volumetric model as shown in the left panel of figure 
3. To demonstrate the accuracy of this sensor model, FEM-simulations of a setup typically used 
for reciprocity calibration of AE-sensors as described y [12] were performed. This includes 
piezoelectric conversion of the detected pulses using the mat rial parameters given in table 2. The 
frequency dependent sensitivity curves obtained by these simulat ons are shown in the right panel 
of figure 3 given in dB with reference to [1V/µbar]. These curves are obtained dividing the 
voltage signals produced by the piezoelectric elements by the respective surface pressure between 
wear-plate and calibration block. As pointed out by [13] the sensitivity of AE-sensors depend on 
the material used for the calibration block. For comparison two typical measured sensitivity 
curves as provided by the manufacturer (Physical Acoustics Corporation) are shown in the right 
panel of figure 3. The simulated sensitivity curve for a steel block is consistent with 
experimentally used sensors, which deviate from each other considerably. In particular, the 
simulation reproduces the magnitude of the signals and shows characteristic differences for the 
respective material of the calibration block. 
 
Table 2. Elastic properties used for FEM-simulation of type WD-sensor 










Sensor case Stainless 
Steel 





2700 0.40 E=30.0 - - 
Acoustic 
Insulation 
PTFE 2200 0.33 E=0.4 - - 
Bonding Ag-filled 
Epoxy 
1700 0.45 E=2.7 - - 
Wear plate Al2O3 3965 0.22 E=400.0 - - 
Sensor 
elements 






S13 = -5.4 
S23 = -5.4 
S33 = 15.8 
S42 = 12.3 
S51 = 12.3 
χ11 = 919.1 
χ22 = 919.1 
χ33 = 826.6 
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Fig. 3. Quarter volume representation of the used WD-sensor model (left) and comparison of 
simulated sensitivity curves of the WD-sensor model in dB with reference [1V/µbar] for steel and 
CFRP blocks with two reference curves (right) 
 
Simulation results 
Simulations of matrix-cracking, interface-failure and fiber-breakage were conducted for 
various source positions on each of the experimentally investigated specimen geometries. As 
shown in figure 4 simulations of the different failure mechanisms at the respective specimens 
midpoint position (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) produce similar frequency characteristics. For comparison 
the frequency spectra magnitudes were normalized to their int grated intensity. Typically for 
matrix cracking low intensity S0-modes and high A0-modes are observed in the time domain. 
Since the S0-modes in the investigated specimens typically contains higher frequency 
contributions than the A0-modes, this results in dominant contributions at frequencies below 400 
kHz. In contrast fiber-breakage results in intense S0-modes, which are responsible for the 
observed dominant frequency weight above 400 kHz. For interfac  failure the intensity of S0- and 
A0-modes is comparable and, consequently, frequency spectra with noticeable contributions 
above and below 400 kHz are observed. Different stacking sequences and boundary conditions 
determined by the specimen geometry result in characteristic d fferences between the respective 
frequency spectra resulting from the same failure mechanism. These differences are due to the 
fact, that the AE-signal detected at the sensor position is a superposition of the primary signal and 
its reflections from the specimen boundaries. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulated AE-signals frequency spectra for matrix-cracking and fiber-
breakage at the (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) position of the different geometries. 
   
 
Pattern Recognition method 
 
For investigation by pattern recognition, the frequency features summarized in table 3 are 
extracted from the recorded signals. The features numerical range was normalized by their 
variance and subsequently a principal component axis transfo mation was applied. The datasets 
then were partitioned using the cluster algorithm k-means. The suitability of the chosen feature 
settings, normalization procedure and cluster algorithm is based on a method proposed by [14] 
which uses cluster validity indices to evaluate the numerical quality of a dataset partitioning. As 
described in more detail before the numerical quality of discrimination can be evaluated by 

































ij ==τ             (Eq. 2) 
 
Here Di and Dj are defined as the average distance between members within a cluster and Dij  
as the distance between the respective cluster centers. The index R is then calculated from the 
maximum values of Rij divided by the number of clusters. The index τ is calculated from the 
minimal distance min(Dij) between members of clusters i and j and the maximum distance 
max(Dk) of members within cluster k. According to (Eq. 1) and (Eq. 2) the cluster members 
separate more distinctly for low values of R and high values of τ. Within the chosen approach an 
investigation of R and τ as a function of the number of clusters yields three clusters as numerical 
optimal value for partitioning of the signals. In figure 5a this is demonstrated for one 
representative investigation of a bending specimen. The respectively classified signals are plotted 
in figure 5b for one specimen as accumulated number of signals vs. time. For the three associated 
types of failure a significant shift in the acoustic emission onset is observed. Compared to matrix 
cracking and interfacial failure fiber breakage typically occurs at higher stress-strain levels. This 
is expected, since the initiation of failure in CFRP typically is caused by inter-fiber matrix 
cracking. 
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Fig. 5. Representative investigation of R and τ in dependence of cluster numbers (left) and result 
of classification from one representative bending specimen plotted as number of signals in 




   
 
Table 3. AE-signal features used for pattern recognition approach 
Peak-Frequency [Hz] maxf : frequency position of the max. frequency intensity 
Weighted Peak-Frequency [Hz] 
 
( ) ( )∫∫ ⋅⋅= dffUdffUfff ˆˆmaxmax  with ( )fÛ :  FFT of ( )tU   
Partial Power 1-3 [%]  












Partial Power 1: f1 = 0 kHz; f2 = 150 kHz 
Partial Power 2: f1 = 150 kHz; f2 = 300 kHz 
Partial Power 3: f1 = 450 kHz; f2 = 600 kHz 
 
Comparison between Pattern Recognition and FEM-Simulation results 
 
Figure 6 shows the three distinct clusters of signals plotted in a Partial Power 3 vs. Weighted 
Peak-Frequency diagram. The plot emphasizes the distinct differences in the frequencies of the 
AE-signals and visualizes the positions of the different clusters. In addition, the positions of 
features extracted from simulated AE-signals are marked in figure 6. Here only the comparison 
concerning tensile specimens and GIc-specimens is shown. A similar comparison for the bending 
specimens is found in [6]. For the simulations of the different failure mechanisms the 
microscopically observed source positions were taken into account. For GIc-testing all failure 
mechanisms occur at almost constant vertical position z = 0, but show large variations in their x- 
and y-positions. Tensile testing results in fiber breakage within the 0°-layers only, while inter-ply 
delamination was dominantly observed at the interface between 0° and 90°-layers. Inter-fiber 
matrix cracking in turn occurs at distinct positions within the 90°-layers. 
In summary the agreement between the simulated signals a d associated clusters for the three 
different failure mechanisms is satisfactory. Only for interface failure, larger discrepancies 
between the simulated and the mean experimental values are observed. Since these types of 
signals are attributed to a variety of source mechanisms, the present source model should be 
generalized accordingly. In particular, all interface failure types were simulated with constant 
excitation times for all directions and constant displacement amplitudes dx and dy=dz. Since these 
parameters influence the frequency characteristics of the respective signals they should be varied 
to fit the type of interface failure under investigation.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of AE-signal features from simulated signals with respective cluster positions 




Within the current investigation the proposed pattern recogniti n method applied to the 
acoustic emission signals recorded during mechanical loading yields distinguishable types of 
acoustic emission signals, which can be correlated with matrix cracking, interface failure and 
   
 
fiber-breakage. The CFRP-specimen geometries investigated were implemented in FEM-
simulations using an acoustic emission source model reflecting the microscopic situation of the 
various failure mechanisms and a model of a broadband sensor taking into account the sensor 
geometry and its frequency dependent sensitivity. In dependence of the source models position 
within the specimen volume, noticeable differences are observed in the simulated frequency 
spectra. The simulated acoustic emission signals show imilar frequency parameter distributions 
as the experimental signals associated with the respective failure mechanism. 
Although each specimen type shows characteristic frequency spectra due to the different 
stacking sequences and geometric boundary conditions, the imulated signals are still distinctly 
different for the different failure mechanisms in all experimental setups. Thus for matrix-cracking 
strongest contributions are observed below 400 kHz, while fiber-breakage results in frequency 
spectra with dominant contributions above 400 kHz. Interfac  f ilure typically shows frequency 
spectra, consisting of a combination of both contributions.  
These findings support the suggestions of other authors that identification of particular failure 
types in CFRP based on frequency parameters is possible, but the identification process has to be 
reevaluated carefully for different geometries and stacking sequences than those investigated. In 
particular for larger specimen dimensions, the influence of dispersive signal propagation and 
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